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The H-1 heliac is a current-free 3 period helical axis stellarator.  The helical
control winding (“flexible heliac[1]”) provides a wide range of transforms (0.9 < ι0 < 1.5
for B0 <1T, �r�  > 0.15-0.2 m) or a larger range (0.7 < ι0 < 2.2) at reduced performance
B0 ~ 0.5 T, �r� > 0.1 m. By varying currents in the two vertical field coil sets, flexibility
is enhanced to allow almost independent control of two of the three parameters: ι,
magnetic well (–2% to +6%) and shear (∆ι/ιo  = -0.05 to 0.15) , which can be positive
(stellarator-type) negative (tokamak-like), or near zero. The coils are powered by two
precision regulated computer controlled DC supplies keeping ripple is kept well below
1A for precise control of configuration, and to avoid induction of plasma currents.
 At 0.5 tesla, RF (20 ~150kW, ω ~ ωcH) produces plasma in H:He and H:D
mixtures at densities up to <ne> ~ 2↔1018m-3, with temperatures initially limited to
< 50eV by low-Z impurities.  ECH (ω  = 2ω ce) produces considerably higher
temperatures and centrally-peaked density profiles.  The operation of H-1 and power
systems has recently been automated using 4 programmable logic controllers and a
flexible sequencing state machine.  This allows rapid and highly detailed computer
controlled scans of parameters, in particular magnetic configuration.  Several databases
containing summary, log book and fluctuation characteristics enable datamining.
Preprocessing and classification techniques including SVD and time-frequency analysis
will be discussed.

Analysis of configuration scans show a detailed dependence of plasma density
on rotational transform, which is more pronounced for RF production. Magnetic
fluctuations are also stronger in these plasmas, and their spectra depend on magnetic
configuration[2].  There are broad regions of low or zero density when central ι is near ι0
~ 5/4 and 4/3, and other narrower, less clearly identifiable features.  Alternatively, the
presence of a lower order rational at the edge (e.g. ιa = 7/5), or shear may be important
factors. Both poloidally localised and globally coherent fluctuations have been
observed, which may suggest the presence of distinct ballooning and interchange
instabilities.  Large amplitude m=3 modes have been associated with low order rational
ιa values.  Evidence suggesting the existence of Alfvén eigenmodes will be discussed.

Two novel magnetic surface mapping techniques have been demonstrated
–rotating wire electron beam tomography, and visible ion emission tomography[3].
Investigations of magnetic island mapping comparing both techniques will be presented.

Pulsed supersonic beams of neutral helium have been used to spectroscopically
probe the plasma with good localisation.  Results will be presented for helium ion and
neutral lines in ECH and RF discharges.
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